
Negative incidents are very rare 
East Bay Regional Parks District 
18 (reported) incidents / 4 years 

0.000225% 

A few out of millions is an 
“unacceptable risk”? 

Rancher 
1 negative encounter in 20 years 

Usually only occurs if:  
• very ill  
• feels threatened 
• chased or harassed 
• singled out 
• young are threatened 

Flight is almost always                                          
their 1st choice 
 Education is key  
 Benefits, behavior, appropriate interactions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
QUESTIONS: How often do you see livestock in parks? Why do you think the livestock are there? Do you have any concerns about the livestock, and what are they? Let’s preface this talk with the fact that physically negative encounters between livestock and recreationists are actually incredibly rare: E.G. EBRPD implemented a system for people to report problems, and over the course of 4 years, there were only 18 reported incidents involving livestock, out of millions of visitors…. For  a rate of 0.000225% of park users. Now these are just “reported” incidents, and may include complaints about manure, or may have been “perceived” as negative, but were not truly. For example, a person called reported that a cow had attacked them. Later it was discovered that a cow had looked at them, and they became scared, turned around and ran, tripped on a tree root, and fell, which resulted in some cuts and scratches. The “negativity” of this interaction was entirely one-sided, and not a result of aggression on the part of the animal. Despite the evidence of livestock grazing being a potentially beneficial tool for vegetation management, some parks have removed grazing after complaints, stating even a few perceived negative interactions is an “unacceptable risk”. Balance that against the positive outcomes from grazing, and it is surprising that this would be considered an unacceptable risk; I think this type of reaction is a response to not planning for grazing, and to not understanding the relatively minute risk, but also not understanding how management can minimize risks. Truly negative interactions generally only occur if an animal is: (see list on slide)Flight is their first choice if they feel scared, unless someone really does something to make them feel that there is no other choice but to act aggressively (Rare). They will generally choose NOT to engage. The key to creating positive, or at least neutral, livestock-recreation interactions is education about the reasons for grazing, how to best navigate around livestock, and how livestock behave; this could reduce or eliminate fear, misperceptions, and negative outcomes.  



Compatibility of livestock & recreation 
Rancher 

 “You have to do everything you can to reduce liability and 
conflict. If you don’t understand that, you shouldn’t be on public 

ground. You are there as a PRIVILEGE…  
Anything and everything you do has to reduce or eliminate 

conflict, and this is what it is about on public ground…” 

Rancher 
“[Cattle grazing on public lands] may not be easy, but the whole 

key is that the cattle owner and the land agency need to work 
together… very little COMMUNICATION is often the problem.” 

Consultant 
“Grazing is not only compatible [with recreation],                          
it is MANDATORY [for grassland management].” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So I interviewed and polled ranchers, land managers, natural resource management consultants etc…. And on the whole, the sentiment was that grazing with domestic livestock was absolutely compatible with recreation for a variety of reasons, ranging from Ecological benefits (fire suppression, wildfire risk, vegetation management for threatened and endangered wildlife and rare plants, managing invasive species)Opportunities for education, and social and cultural enrichmentEtc. But there were some caveats. CAVEATSGrazing is a privilege, not a right, even if we think that it is ecologically necessary/important for a variety of reasons; this also goes for recreation on public lands. If you don’t play by the rules, those privileges can/will be removed. Communication must be an absolute priority – with land agencies, managers, park users, even law enforcement.Planning for both recreation and livestock grazing, and planning for their interaction, is essentialQUESTION: Have you experienced any negative interactions with livestock, and what happened? 



* Most common problematic interactions with livestock 
** Most common ≠ most problematic all the time 

  
 

 
 

And outcomes are generally positive! 
 

What types of recreational 
activities occur on grazed lands?  

Activity Percent  Activity Percent  
Cultural/Heritage/Archaeological Sites 54 Dog Walking** 46* 
Cattle Drive 69 Biking** 62* 
Ranch Retreat 38 Falconry 23 
Horse Camp 38 Fishing 38 
Hunting 62 Picnics 31 
Bed & Breakfast 31 Kites 31 
ATV** 54 Hang Gliding 8 
Camping 46 Birding 100* 
Hiking** 100 Other Wildlife Viewing 77* 
Horseback Riding** 85 Other Activities 54 

Percentage of land managers observing recreational activities on grazed lands in the Central 
Coast of California, based on phone, in-person, and email interviews. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
QUESTION: How many people think that livestock are compatible with these recreational pursuits (the ones in blue) on public lands? Public lands are used for a variety of recreational pursuits, the most common (according to my interviews) being hiking, horseback riding, and wildlife viewing. But these more common activities are not the ones that necessarily those that cause the most problems. Of the four most common activities here, only half of them seem to create the most problematic livestock interactions, and by problematic, I mean more for the livestock than for the recreationist. And in reality, most respondents to my interviews/polls indicated that interactions have been largely positive!  70% positive15% varied/depends15% too much work, too much stressSo 85% said it can be or is positive, and that is just in terms of interactions with recreation… and this does not include the positive outcomes of well-managed grazing; note that 100% of respondents said that there were some benefits (ecological, social, and/or cultural) to grazing on public lands. However, there are things that can make public lands’ grazing a challenge… which the 15% and the “It depends” folks focused on. 



Barriers to public lands’ grazing 

Rancher 
 “Often I feel that the agency people THINK  I am just throwing my 

cattle out on the land, and am getting paid to do nothing. That is not the 
case; as a rancher you work hard to create your own profit. ” 

Lands Manager (park agency) 
“I had about a miles worth of fence cut due to PEOPLE angry with 
cattle grazing… and for 2 years [the park] quit grazing and hired 

someone to be part of a management plan process and create a grazing 
plan. [After grazing was resumed], it took 6-7 years to knock back the 
  thatch and bring back flowers, and many wildflower  

  have not recovered since. The grazing removal had 
obvious and clear ramifications.” 

Rancher 
“Overwhelmingly it has been a positive relationship between me, the 

cattle, and the enjoyment of the visiting public. But it takes only a 
couple of negative encounters to leave a lasting IMPRESSION with me.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a lot of challenges to grazing on public lands; Barriers to grazing: Logistical difficultiesNegativity from a relative few number of park usersMisperceptions about rancher motives, and negative grazing impactsSabotage (cut fences, animals injured)Financial impacts and impacts on the livestock from stress if dogs chase them, etc. Economic impacts on livestock ownerBut for most, the benefits (ecological, social, cultural, economic) outweighed the potential negatives. Rancher: people and agencies are not immune to the inherent focus on the few negative interactions, rather than the overwhelmingly positive interactions, that occurLand Manager: without grazing, the native plants disappeared; only cattle grazing allowed the native plants to growRancher: perceptions and impressions are paramount; ranchers aren’t getting something for nothing by grazing on public lands: they pay grazing fees, and are putting in a lot of time, money, and labor that may not otherwise be expended on private lands. Moreover, they add value to public lands and recreation through a variety of activities (see next slide). 



What do managers do to help?  
• Perform other ecological services  

– Plant trees 
– Pick up trash 
– Fix fences 
– Maintain water for dogs, horses, and wildlife 
– Keep gates in easy working order 
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• Choose the best stock for public lands 
– Select animals with proven dispositions 
– Sound stockmanship 
– Remove aggressive, sick, or injured animals 

• Reduce interactions during potentially higher risk periods 
– Bulls far away during breeding 
– Livestock away from high recreation areas when calving 
– Plan around peak recreational periods 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ranchers and managers do a lot of work to make public lands’ grazing a positive activity for everyone involved, including recreationists. 92% interviewees actively worked to improve livestock-recreation interactions62% also plan on doing more in the near futureProvide other services in parks (e.g., repair fences and gates that might not otherwise be repaired, and could even pose a danger to wildlife or recreationists). Stockmanship and selection (gentle, calm, trained, conditioned; make sure the animals are safe around recreationists) Avoidance strategies (avoid confrontations and dangerous situations). Others: One-on-one engagement with park usersImproved infrastructureWorkshops, tours, seminarsSigns and mapsOnline servicesPrinted materials



• Read all signs 
• Check online for 

updates  
– Webpage 
– Facebook 
– Twitter 

• Leave gates as you 
find them 

• Report maintenance 
needs promptly 

• Ask questions 

What can visitors do? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question: What are some things that you do in parks with livestock to stay safe during recreation? Gates are open or closed for a reason – leave them that way! If you see something suspicious, or are concerned about a gate, report it to the park! Ask ranchers, and mangers, park rangers questionsOn flip side: the presence of recreationists also means more sets of eyes on the land, which can reduce vandalism and crime. 



• Walk towards you 
– Curiosity ≠ Aggression 

• Paw or root through your belongings 
• May become frightened or feel threatened 

– unfamiliar objects 
– fast-moving vehicles or bikes 
– off-leash dogs 
– running or yelling 
– dogs/people near their young 

 
 

Learn how 
livestock behave 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most people do not know what to expect from livestock, and don’t know what normal behavior looks like. People can confuse aggression with normal behavior; an animal looking at you or walking toward you is generally doing so to find out more about what you are doing (they are very curious). I have come back to my ATV after monitoring to find all of my things pulled out and food eaten. When I trap for wildlife they often follow me, in groups of > 100, about 15 feet away. I look back and there is a huge mob of them with their heads all at the ground, staring at me intensely. The bulls usually ignore me and stay away. My biggest problem with livestock has been their insatiable (and somewhat endearing) curiosity in me and what I am doing. 



• Most injuries occur during calving season 
• Do not walk directly at livestock 
• Give a wide berth 
• Avoid startling 
• Livestock want                                                 

to protect their                                                    
young 

• Do not get                                             
between mamas                                               
and their calves 
 

Cows and Calves 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also applies to sheep and goats (lambing or kidding seasons); this is when mothers are most alert for threats to their babiesDo not walk directly at mothers, or really, any livestock. Let them have space! If you respect their space, they will respect yours. Just like human animals, livestock mothers are also protective of their babies, so don’t get between them and their babies as this could put them on guard and create stress for them. 



If you see a calf alone… 
• Do not get close 
• If bawling loudly 

or clearly in severe 
distress call 911 

• Note waypoints, 
eartag number if 
possible, and 
description 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Calves alone often concern people; usually it is just a calf taking a nap or a newborn. If it does not appear to be in severe distress, it is fineCalves will often lay quietly alone, waiting for mom to come backMama is probably getting a snack or drink If calf is bawling very loudly and clearly in severe distress or injured, call 911 or the phone number on park signsIMPORTANT: Note location of animals, nearest gates and trail markers, and any other notable structures that would allow rancher to locate the animalSometimes people will even pick up and move the calf (safe I suppose, if mom isn’t around, but definitely NOT if she is!), thinking it is ill, when really, it is just a newborn and mom needed a drink. They WILL come back.Sometimes 911 gets a call that an calf is alone and “sick”, and that is it. Then the rancher has to go out – perhaps after dark – and wander around looking for a single calf on thousands of acres. It’s a virtually impossible task, but they must do it if there is a report, even if they know chances are they won’t find the animal because it has probably moved since the call was made. If you ABSOLUTELY FEEL THE NEED TO CALL, give clear directions about location, trail markers, way points, distinguishing landscape features, a description of the animal, eartag number if possible (but don’t get too close to do this, maybe take a photo and zoom in to look at the number), etc. The MORE INFORMATION THE BETTER. If an animal really IS in distress, the rancher needs to have adequate information to be able to get to it ASAP. 



If you encounter animals             
in a large group…  

• Go around them, NOT through them 
• Give them space 
• Walk at normal pace 
• Use calm voice 
• If you have an animal 

– Secure dog leash 
– Dismount horse,                                                

maintain control 
 

Graziers’ responsibilities 
• Inform and educate 
• Keep calm & regather 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
don’t walk through themgive them spacemight need to walk around them if necessary off the trailkeep voice downmove slowly, stay calmkeep control of your animals so that they are safe, you are safe, and any nearby animals or people remain safe too. Graziers have responsibilities too, and also make concessions: It is in their interest to answer questions, facilitate positive interactions, and even help park users understand why the animals are there. The right answer from the rancher is: “I will stay calm, regather my cattle, and understand that this is one of the risks that I incur when there is recreation on public lands”. Yes, there needs to be a clear message to the public, but ranchers need to understand that this is also a risk. For your own safety don’t walk through a group of animals. This is a two-sided relationship: park users and graziers should both be respectful and understanding. This can be a very positive and synergistic relationship! 



• Dogs must remain on-leash always to: 
– protect wildlife 
– keep children and other visitors safe 
– prevent dog fights 
– protect from injury  
– prevent chasing other animals 

• Only dogs owned by rancher may herd                     
livestock 

• Do not allow dogs to chase or bark                                         
at other animals  

• Report off-leash dogs and harassment                                 
of animals to park staff or grazier 

Dog  
Walking 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dogs are generally the biggest reason for a negative interaction, and usually this is dogs that are illegally off-leash. For the safety of everyone and everything involved, dogs should ALWAYS be on a leash. The leash law is not in place to protect livestock, it is in place to protect all animals, including other park users, especially small children.If you see a dog off-leash, it is best to report it immediately so it can be taken care of right away.  



IF you feel threatened 
• Turn sideways  
• Move away slowly 
• Keep calm 
• Speak in soft voice 
• Do not run 
• Report concerns to park staff or rancher 
• Identify animal as best as possible 

– Eartag number, description, gender, age,  
location, waypoints 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If at any point you feel you are in an unsafe situation with an animal, the best thing to do is to move slowly and calmly, speak in a low voice, and walk away sideways or backwards. Running isn’t generally a good idea. Report the interaction to the park staff, rancher, or law enforcement, giving as much detail as possible. The rancher will make a very concerted effort to remove the offending animal, and will often remove several more matching the description if they aren’t sure which one it is exactly. QUESTION: What can the parks do to alleviate any concerns you might have about livestock grazing in parks? 
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